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This is a frozen section of human breast
Standardized and Documented High Quality Frozen 
Sections of any type of tissue 

ABDOMINAL FAT, 40X

MILESTONE
H E L P I N G
P A T I E N T S



Freeze the specimen at -40° C for 60 
seconds

Take your chuck out of the mold. 
A frozen block with a perfectly flat 
plane surface is ready for trimming 

Add Milestone’s Cryoembedding 
Compound (MCC), the chuck and 
the heat extractor into the mold

Trim off the blue lens paper. 
You are ready to section with 
no tissue loss

Gently slide the specimen, paper 
side down, from the spatula into the 
mold

MILESTONE’S BREAKTHROUGH FREEZING METHOD

PRESTOCHILL

Wet both sides of a small section 
of lens paper with Milestone’s 
Cryoembedding Compound (MCC)

4Position the specimen on the lens 
paper.  Check that it is orientated 
correctly

OMENTUM, 40X

321 5 6 7

WHY SETTLE FOR LESS?

Quick Frozens with NO Ice Crystal Artifacts
 -40°C fast specimen freezing prevents ice crystal formation in tissues, 
 with no deformation of tissue structure

No Tissue Loss while Still Saving Time
 Specimens will lay flat on one even plane when in the chuck head (Patented 
 Face-Down Technique), resulting in faster trimming with no risk of potentially 
 facing away critical tissue. No time is wasted on constant Cryostat adjustments.
 More tissue to submit for permanent sections, if needed

High Throughput
 Six specimens can be processed simultaneously

Quality Fat Freezing, Even Breast!
 A breakthrough innovation in the breast surgery field

Consistent Reproducibility
 Vacation and sick days will no longer disrupt output and quality

Improved Safety for Lab Personnel
 No dangerous gasses used (no liquid nitrogen, isopentane or dry ice).  No
  longer worry about meeting CAP requirements for harmful chemicals

Increased Productivity for MOHS Surgeries 
 Surgeons can achieve an increase of two or more surgeries per week, with less 
 effort, by standardizing and simplifying the frozen technique

Breast and fatty tissues are some of the most difficult tissues to process as 
frozen sections.  With PrestoCHILL, Milestone has developed a breakthrough 
freezing technology to overcome such limitations.  We combine a patented 
“face-down embedding” technique with a programmable -40°C cooling 
chamber to rapidly process high quality frozen sections of any type of tissue. No 
harmful nor dangerous reagents, such as  liquid nitrogen, isopentane or 
dry ice, are used, so say goodbye to your worries over CAP deficiencies! 

PRESTOCHILL + FINEFIX MODULE
The FineFIX Module enhances and standardizes the critical step of fixation, which is often times overlooked.  
With FineFIX Module, frozen section slides are immersed in Milestone’s FineFIX solution for 15-60 seconds to 
simultaneously carry out the specimens’ fixation, dehydration and lipids extraction.  Its small footprint makes 
it an easy addition to any lab and its maintenance-free design causes no disruption to your workflow.  With the 
standardized and documented procedure that FineFIX Module offers, you can count on a reliable diagnosis 
for your frozen section, every time! Specimens are stained according to user protocols. 

Fat without FineFIX With FineFIX processingColon without FineFIX With FineFIX processing

FineFIX
Module

PrestoCHILL

48.5 lbs. 
11.8 in. x 17.7 in. x 21.3 in. (WxHxD)

13.2 lbs.
4.3 in. x 6.1 in. x 5.5 in. (WxHxD)
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Lens Paper Discs
Three available sizes, diameters of 16, 22 or 30 mm

Milestone’s Cryoembedding Compound
Milestone’s MCC was specifically developed for 
PrestoCHILL. MCC (water-based) doesn’t leave any
residue on the slides, eliminating non specific back-
ground staining and will not dull microtome knives

Choose Your Molds
Milestone’s aluminium molds come in a wide variety 
of shapes, sizes and depths to meet any requirement

ABDOMINAL FAT, 40X

BEST OPERATING PROCEDURES 
Help make everyone an expert! A manual with the Best Operating Procedures (BOP) comes with every unit.  
The QR code provided will directly connect you to the video tutorials for operational tips and tricks.
1. BOP-101 How to Identify Frozen Specimens 
2. BOP-102 How to Freeze Breast and Fatty Tissues
3. BOP-103 How to Simultaneously Freeze Small Specimens
4. BOP-104 How to Freeze Long, Thin Specimens
5. BOP-105 How to Freeze Muscle Tissues
6. BOP-106 How to Freeze Thin Specimens on Edge
7. BOP-107 How to Freeze Multiple Thin Specimens on Edge
8. BOP-108 How to Freeze Skin for MOHS Surgery
9. BOP-109 How to Freeze Body Fluids

PRESTOCHILL ACCESSORIES & CONSUMABLES

Milestone’s FineFIX Solution
FineFIX, an alcohol-based formalin substitute, provides 
simultaneous specimen fixation, dehydration and fat 
extraction to enhance the quality of frozen sections

MOHS Rings
Available with 28 or 37 mm diameter
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